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Introduction 

Autism is a disorder that although is widely known, it is still not fully understood. 

This research will be discussing autism in children, case studies of two autistic 

children, analysis of literature along with the methodology and discussion of the 

findings. The paper is based on an internship/training conducted by a student of 

Effat University’s Bachelor of Science in Psychology program. The training took 

place in during the months of July to September 2010 in Cairo, Egypt. This 

training course is a mandatory section of the Psychology program at Effat 

University and all undergraduates must complete a training program in their area 

of study.  

According to the National Institute of Neurological Disorder and Stroke (NINDS) 

Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) is a range of complex neurodevelopment 

disorders, characterized by social impairments, communication difficulties, and 

restricted, repetitive, and stereotyped patterns of behavior. Autistic disorder, 

sometimes called autism or classical ASD, is the most severe form of ASD, while 

other conditions along the spectrum include a milder form known as Asperger 

syndrome, the rare condition called Rett syndrome, and childhood disintegrative 

disorder and pervasive developmental disorder not otherwise specified.  

The hallmark feature of Autism is impaired social interaction and can develop as 

early as infancy. A child with Autism may appear to develop normally and then 
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withdraw and become indifferent to social engagement. Autistic children also fail 

to respond to their names and normally avoid eye contact with other people. 

They cannot understand the concept of what others are thinking or feeling 

(Hobson RP. March 1991 What is Autism?). Another common trait of Autistic 

children is they have a lack of facial expressions and do not like to be touched. 

Many children suffering from Autism have repetitive physical movements 

(rocking back and forth, twirling) and sometimes tend to evoke self-abusive 

behavior (biting, head banging).  

 

Scientists aren’t certain about what causes Autism, but it’s likely that both 

genetics and environment play a role.  Researchers have identified a number of 

genes associated with the disorder and studies of people with Autism have found 

irregularities in several regions of the brain (National Institute of Neurological 

Disorders and Stroke NINDS).  Other studies suggest that people with Autism 

have abnormal levels of serotonin or other neurotransmitters in the brain.  These 

abnormalities suggest that Autism could result from the disruption of normal 

brain development early in fetal development caused by defects in genes that 

control brain growth and that regulate how brain cells communicate with each 

other. 
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The main objectives of the training course were as follows: 

 Be exposed to different aspects of the professional field of Psychology to 

help develop practical skills in order to function properly in the workplace.  

 Learn to critically analyze research based on Psychological theories learnt 

in classes. 

 Understand the importance of professional ethics and patient 

confidentiality.  

 Develop on personal communication skills needed to deal professionally 

and patiently with clients.  

 Gain knowledge in conducting assessments, scoring and analyzing results. 

 Learn how to deal with clients and conduct therapy sessions by shadowing 

a psychologist. 

 Be exposed to different clients and learn about various disorders to 

conduct investigations into human behavior for future use.  

 Enhance the learning experience by gaining as much as possible out of the 

educational and professional opportunities provided to me during the 

course of the training.  
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Review of Literature 

 
The term “autism” first came into modern use in 1938 when Hans 

Asperger of the Vienna University was talking about autistic psychopaths in child 

psychology while giving a lecture in German.  According to the National Institute 

of Neurological Disorder and Stroke (NINDS) Autism is a complex 

neurodevelopment disorder. The primary features of this disorder include 

difficulties in social interaction, irregularities in verbal and non verbal 

communication as well as a range of repetitive behavioral actions (Baron-Cohen, 

Leslie, & Frith, 1985).   

Theory of Mind (ToM) is the power to assign mental states to ones self as 

well as others and Executive Functioning (EF) is the range of functions humans 

have in order to carry out future-oriented behavior, especially in new situations 

(Pennington & Ozonoff, 1996). The role of ToM and EF is quite apparent in the 

development of behavior in children and it is hypothesized that individuals with 

autism show impairment in tasks consisting of ToM and EF (Wimmer & Perner, 

1983).  

Ozonoff et al. (1991) studied and tested high-functioning autistic children 

versus comparison children (with a mean age of 12) on a variety of tasks involving 

the use of the children’s ToM and EF. As expected by many, children suffering 
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from autism scored relatively worse on ToM and EF tasks than comparison 

children. Several studies have proven that there is a link between ToM and EF in 

autism however it has been difficult to distinguish the precise relationship 

between the two components.  

Autistic children also inherit the lack of social reasoning and 

interpretation. An activity named “Strange Stories” collects information by using 

hypothetical social situations (also known as “vignettes”) to capture the 

individual’s capability to understand white lies, jokes, sarcasm, indirect 

persuasion and other ambiguous speech acts. An example vignette would be a 

child coughing throughout lunch and the father saying “Poor Anna, you must 

have a frog in your throat”. In comparison to children with regular development, 

high functioning autistic children would regard this comment as true rather than 

using their mental state reasoning for further justification (Happe, 1994).  

One of the most striking features to stem from this disorder is the 

unusually tough ability for individuals to build a lasting connection with others. 

The emotional detachment is better understood from adults with autism who 

recount social situations where they feel an extreme “disconnection with others” 

(Grandin, 1995).   

Researchers have always been interested in emotional correlates of 

autistic children and their level of understanding emotional expression. For 
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children that suffer from not high functioning autism, their deficits in emotion 

appear to be broad and all-encompassing within the areas of understanding and 

recognition, whereas individuals with high functioning autism show more specific 

deficits in emotional relation (Mundy, 1995).  Studies suggest that although high 

functioning autistic children may demonstrate relatively stable emotion and 

recognition for happiness, sadness and anger, that they have difficulty in 

understanding the concept of understanding emotions involving expectations 

and knowledge, such as surprise or guilt (Capps et al. 1992). 

Children suffering from autism also have extreme lack in language abilities 

and this is normally the cause of concern for parents when they decide to seek 

professional help and a diagnosis. By the age of 10-13 years, as many as half of 

children with autism have not developed any language skills (Lord & Schopler, 

1989).  

Several studies have shown that joint attention (JA) ability is linked to 

language development and skills. JA may affect development of language 

because having a shared focus with others allows the child to obtain social 

learned skills, such as language (Adamson, Bakeman, & Deckner, 2004). When 

children are following a speaker’s line of vision, they are normally focusing on the 

object or event that is the central theme of the conversation. This situation 

creates something known as “a joint focus of attention” where children are likely 
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to create a mental link with the attention to the words used to reference the 

focus (Baldwin, 1991). A study conducted by Whalen and Schreibman (2003) have 

shown that JA skills can actually be taught to children with autism given the right 

tasks and exercises. Their study showed that when they directly taught children 

to respond and instigate actions of JA, four out of five 4 year old children with 

autism improved.  

Another study conducted by Drew et al. (2002) executed a randomized 

controlled trial of parent training for JA with 24 young children with autism. Half 

of the children received parent training for encouraging JA, whereas the other 

half were given available community services. Compared with community 

controls, more children in the parent-implemented JA training group improved 

from nonverbal status to single-word or phrase speech. However, the small 

sample size likely contributed to only slightly significant differences between 

groups in parent-reported language development after one year. The findings 

from this study suggest that focusing on JA may lead to significant improvements 

in language but larger samples, and measures other than parent report are 

needed in future studies. 

There is no known cure for autism and children only recover occasionally 

with early diagnoses and treatment. Most autistic children can develop language 

abilities by age 5 and few have developed language in their later years (Pickett, 
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2009).  Even though principal difficulties may continue, symptoms can become 

less pervasive with age. However, individuals with autism lack social support, 

significant relationships, employment opportunities and self determination. 

Some adults have shown improvement in communication skills and some have 

declined, however there have been no studies focusing on autism after midlife 

(Seltzer, 2004).   
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Case Study #1: Bassma – 4 years old 

Bassma Nadir was the last child born to her parents Sarah and Hassan Nadir on 

24th July 2006. Bassma belongs to a family of five brothers and sisters and grew 

up in the upper echelon of Cairo’s elite society. Hassan Nadir is a real estate 

business owner and Sarah Nadir runs a chain of affluent spas across the nation. 

Bassma grew up with little attention from both her parents and spent a lot of her 

early years with the nannies.  

Bassma’s early development seemed to be normal and progressing at the regular 

expected rate of any 1 year old. She was eating and sleeping at regular hours and 

her motor skills appeared to be developing in the right stages. Although Bassma 

never really expressed a lot of emotion on her face, her parents didn’t feel it 

should be a cause of concern since she was still extremely young.  

 

It was right before Bassma’s second birthday that her parents starting noticing 

some awkward behavior coming from the child. She was starting to develop 

sporadic twitches in her hands and feet which started increasing more frequently 

and for longer time periods. Bassma started also showing signs of a lack of 

attention as she couldn’t enlarge her attention span beyond 2 minutes at a time. 

She also started losing the ability to control the motor skills she had developed so 

far. Bassma hadn’t started speaking by this point and started babbling and 
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making curious sound effects from her mouth. Again, her parents deemed this as 

normal “baby talk”. 

 

As time progressed, Bassma’s development started becoming noticeably uneven. 

She would be able to crawl for a few days and then would revert back to not 

being able to crawl at all. She would have no reaction whatsoever by her parents 

voice or touch and wouldn’t respond to simple requests as “Do you want some 

candy”.  Her parent’s initial reaction to Bassma’s behavior was that she was 

trying to be stubborn and gain more attention from them. They would have 

frustrating periods when they would try to get Bassma to say simple words such 

as “Mama” or “Dada” but she wouldn’t give any response. She would frequently 

start throwing tantrums and burst out into screaming fits and this convinced her 

parents more that she was being stubborn and just having a “temper tantrum”. It 

was Sarah Nadir’s mother who told the parents to consider taking their child to a 

doctor as she may be mentally retarded; however, Bassma’s parents completely 

ignored the mother’s advice and continued believing that Bassma would get 

better in time.  

 

By 2009, right after Bassma’s third birthday, her parents realized that it was time 

to get some professional help on their daughter’s case. Bassma’s behavior 
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became more bizarre and puzzling to both her parents and they realized it was a 

cause for concern. She started displaying what is known as “self –stimulatory” 

behavior, where she would engage in repetitive movements and release strange 

sounds from her mouth. Bassma started grabbing any object she could find and 

repetitively bang the object against her lower teeth, first very softly and then 

extremely hard. She would also randomly flop down onto the floor, curl into a 

ball, and start rocking back and forth while letting out strange moaning sounds. 

She still had not developed any language skills by this point and would not form 

full words or sentences. Her communication started becoming purely by sounds, 

screams and babbles. 

 

Bassma’s lack of social skills was another huge factor of concern for her parents. 

Whenever they would try to show some sort of physical affection (hug, kiss, 

rubbing) she would try her upmost best to get out of the situation, sometimes 

even going into a tantrum where she would flay her arms and legs around and 

wiggle her way out of the physical contact. She would not maintain eye contact 

with anybody and started to seem as though she was constantly in her own 

world. Sometimes when Bassma’s mother would hold her and try to force eye 

contact, Bassma would start rolling her eyes back and thrash her head from side 

to side. She would not engage in any play activities with her siblings and often 
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would walk off on her own when they were all in their playroom together. She 

would often grab a toy and start shaking it violently next to her ear and then 

throw it aggressively to the side and move on to another object/toy and do the 

same thing. Bassma only showed interest in toys that would elicit some form of 

sound whether it was music, animal sounds or human voices. She would often 

spend hours holding a musical toy to her ear and rock back in forth in a very calm 

way as opposed to her violent rocking during her frustrated tantrums. If they toy 

was taken away from Bassma she would often go into a fit of anger and 

frustration until she got her toy back. Bassma also was not toilet trained and had 

to constantly be taken care of and cleaned by the nannies.  

 

Bassma’s parents decided to get some professional help and brought their 

daughter into Psychealth Clinic for a formal evaluation. She was brought into the 

clinic for a full one day observation so the doctor could evaluate first hand what 

the issue could be. Immediately after the evaluation was complete along with the 

parent’s description of Bassma’s behavior since birth, the doctor diagnosed 

Bassma as having autistic disorder. She recommended that Bassma come in to 

the clinic for day treatment to conduct behavioral and cognitive therapy as well 

as see a clinical psychology and/or psychiatrist to gain a deeper understanding of 

autism from a medical standpoint.   
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Conceptualization and Treatment 

Bassma started attending Psychealth Clinic for daily therapy and would spend the 

remainder of her time at home with her family. After realizing their daughter had 

autism disorder, her parents were very determined to do everything they can to 

help her get better. Sarah Nadir even hired someone to manage her business so 

that she could dedicate more time to her daughter. Interviews with the parents 

concluded that their marriage, family and home life was that of a structured and 

stable environment. They were not at all embarrassed with their daughter’s 

condition and wanted to do everything they could to help. This was a good sign 

as people in the Middle East tend to hide dysfunctions in their families rather 

than getting help. Bassma was to be put in a 2 hour behavior modification 

program with operant conditioning principles for 5 days a week. Along with the 

therapy at Psychealth Clinic, Bassma was also getting treatment from a 

psychiatrist twice a week.  

 

The first day for Bassma’s program did not go smoothly. She was extremely 

resistant to entering the therapy/play room and started having a tantrum 

anytime someone would try to gently push her into the direction of the door. 

However, she eventually learned to become more comfortable and would start 
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walking in herself after a while. Bassma’s nanny would always attend each 

session with her and would be in the waiting room if they needed any of her help 

with calming Bassma down, changing her clothes or cleaning her after an 

accident.  

 

The first step in was to try and get some sort of reaction from Bassma and 

develop a form of physical contact. This was extremely difficult as she would not 

like to be touched whatsoever. Anytime the therapist would touch Bassma she 

would start having tantrums and even try to hit/scratch the doctor. She was 

always interested in the toys that were surrounding her and would often pick up 

toys that had sounds and start rocking back and forth just as she does at home. 

The therapist would hold onto the toy that Bassma would get and would stand in 

front of her at eye level and would constantly say her name until she could get a 

slight, spontaneous moment of eye contact and would then return the toy to her.  

Since her sensory system doesn’t work at full capacity, her sense of touch and 

sound were distorted which would often be the cause of a frustrated tantrum. In 

order to calm Bassma down during frustrating phases, the therapist had a rubber 

ball that had spikes on it (rubber spikes) and would rub this along Bassma’s legs 

and arms and this would normally calm her down. This ball would give her some 

sensory activation and normally would make her feel relaxed and calm. This calm 
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phase would last up to 10-15 minutes or sometimes 1-2 minutes before Bassma 

would lose concentration and focus on something else or go into another 

tantrum to get away from the physical contact. 

 

Bassma’s parents let the therapist know that she really likes 7Up and ketchup, so 

this was used as rewards during behavior modification techniques. They started 

off with trying to accomplish simple tasks such as sitting on a chair at the table, 

holding a fork and knife and drinking from a cup. The therapist would first do the 

action and then try to get Bassma to imitate the behavior. This task deemed very 

difficult as it was not easy to get Bassma to focus on one thing for more than a 

few minutes. The therapist tried to get her to let them know when she wanted 

7Up by having a picture of the 7Up bottle and getting Bassma to point to it 

whenever she wanted to drink some.  

 

Whenever Bassma would have an extreme tantrum she would end up flopping 

down on the floor, violently rocking back and forth and would sometimes urinate 

in her clothes. The nanny would always come prepared with an extra change of 

clothes but getting Bassma to enter the bathroom was a whole other task on its 

own. She was extremely resistant to entering the bathroom and would normally 

start screaming when the nanny would carry her inside. Due to extreme hot 
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weather during the summer days, she would also get very frustrated with the 

heat and very lethargic and tired. During these phases it was very hard for the 

therapist to gain any sort of progress from her. Overtime Bassma started slowly 

but surely developing some communication skills. Even though she could not 

verbally express herself she was able to start pointing for things she wanted and 

grabbing for things she wanted to play with. 

 

With the slow progress being made over months Bassma was able to sit on a 

chair at the table and hold a fork while asking for 7Up by pointing to the picture. 

Even though this was a small step, it was definitely progress and a positive sign 

that things were getting better. Bassma’s parents were also starting to gain a 

positive outlook and relief that things would slowly but surely get better. A lot of 

times it was hard for them to keep up their motivation due to the fact that 

Bassma did not seem to be showing any progress. Although her parents were still 

not able to show her any physical affection, she started maintaining longer 

periods of eye contact and having fewer tantrums. She would still grab objects 

and bang them repeatedly on her lower teeth, but the therapist managed to get 

over this by taking away the object and replacing it with a toy that has musical 

sounds. This made Bassma shift her attention to the toy and listen to the music 

while calmly rocking back and forth while sitting down.  The therapist would let 
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her sit in that position for a while and listen to the music until it calmed her down 

and then she would try to get Bassma to start performing another task.  

 

Bassma was also receiving therapy with her psychiatrist and had to be flown to 

Germany in order to receive some form of stem cell therapy. The parents would 

not divulge a lot of information to the therapist but they felt they wanted to try 

out the new form of therapy as the behavior modification was not showing a lot 

of results. The therapist tried to explain to the parents that this type of disorder 

and therapy takes a lot of time and patience before results are seen. However, 

the parents wanted to give the new form of therapy a try. Bassma was gone from 

her therapy sessions for about three weeks while she was in Germany receiving 

the treatment.  

Bassma returned to her sessions after about a month after leaving and 

immediately the therapist could tell that any progress made during their sessions 

was back tracked to square one. Her tantrums and frustration increased and she 

had forgotten the simple tasks she had learnt over the year such as sitting at the 

table and requesting for 7Up. It was very difficult for the therapist to control 

Bassma and she often needed an assistant to help out with bursts of anger that 

Bassma would display. Many times Bassma would hit the therapist and scratch 

the assistant when they would be trying to calm her down. It proved that any sort 
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of treatment given to Bassma during her trip to Germany has caused her to lose 

all the progress made during her behavioral therapy. The therapist decided to 

start from the beginning and try to bring back the progress that they had 

achieved with Bassma during her time at Psychealth Clinic.  
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Case Study #2:  Maya – 4 years old 
 
Maya Hassan was born on August 14th 2006 to parents Nina and Ashraf Hassan. 

She is an only child and lives with her parents in the middle class district of Cairo. 

Nina is a housewife and Ashraf runs an agricultural development company on the 

outskirts of Cairo. Due to his job, Ashraf is not home for majority of the day and it 

is mainly Maya, her mother and the nanny that occupy the house. Nina recalls 

her pregnancy and delivery as very smooth and with no complications. As a baby, 

Maya was easy to breastfeed and her transition to solid foods went smoothly. 

She also slept well and was active and alert during her waking hours. 

 

The parents believed that as Maya was growing up she was very independent and 

strong headed. However, it was Maya’s father who first grew concerned of her 

independence and he felt she wasn’t so much independent as much as she just 

was not interested in people.  She would much prefer to be playing with her toys 

alone rather than interacting and playing with her parents. This became a source 

of concern for Maya’s parents because she started showing extreme 

independence and always wanted to be playing on her own. For example, if she 

fell down she would not come to her mother to show that she was hurt; instead 

she would just remain quiet until someone realized what had happened. The 

parents started to feel that Maya was uninterested in them because she never 
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responded to any of the attention they gave her, she never expressed any love or 

affection and she also wouldn’t get upset if her mother had to leave her with a 

friend or relative when she went out. This seemed abnormal because normally at 

the age of two years children display some sort of attachment towards their 

caregivers, but in Maya’s case she seemed to prefer being alone and playing with 

her toys.  

 

Maya’s style of play also seemed peculiar in comparison to how a regular child 

should play. She always played with her Lego blocks but rearranged them 

according to size and color. She would repeatedly go through the process of 

organizing the pieces, pushing them apart and then re-organizing them. She also 

showed an extreme interest in pencils and would constantly hold them, place 

them on the table and count them and then hold them again. Whenever her 

mother would try to take the pencils away from her she would start crying until 

she got them back. By this point both Maya’s parents realized there was a reason 

to be concerned and they wanted a professional opinion. However, they also 

decided to give their daughter some time to see if this was just a temporary 

phase that she would eventually grow out of.  
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Maya’s social skills seemed to be quite normal as she was always displaying 

happy emotions. Unlike other autism cases Maya was able to express emotion on 

her face. She would laugh, smile and even maintain eye contact with people, 

although not for extended periods of time. Maya’s verbal development seemed 

to be limited as she would not be able to talk coherently and her speech 

consistent of babble and mixed up words. Her mother would not understand 

what Maya was trying to say all the time and would sometimes guess what she 

wanted based on what she was pointing to. Normally the mother would get it 

right but sometimes if she handed Maya the wrong thing she would start getting 

frustrated and started banging her hand on the wall or the table and start crying. 

She was able to pronounce words but would add random letters in between 

which would make the words sound very strange. For example, if she wanted to 

play with her stuffed lion toy she would point and say “rilon”. Her parents first 

thought that this was baby talk however this kept continuing and getting worse 

and Maya grew older.  

 

When Maya was three and a half her parents decided to voice their concerns to 

their GP. They told their doctor all the behavioral abnormalities they had been 

noticing and he referred them to see a clinical psychiatrist in the same hospital. 

The psychiatrist evaluated Maya and diagnosed her with autism, but he added 
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that her psychological abilities in spatial tasks (jigsaws, Lego blocks) suggested 

that her intellectual level was normal in these areas. He told the parents that it 

was still too early to decide and to give Maya some more time to develop and 

then see what happened. Her parents were concerned, yet also relieved that the 

doctor told them to give her more time. 

 

When Maya turned four she was still not able to speak in complete sentences 

and would often repeat what other people would say her to with no sense of 

understanding. She was still not able to say words correctly and would often get 

misunderstood by her parents which would lead her to have temper tantrums. 

Her parents then decided that they had enough and were growing very 

concerned with the well being of their daughter. They took Maya to Psychealth 

Clinic for a one day evaluation where the therapist diagnosed Maya with having a 

mild case of autism and speech disorder. They said that Maya thoughts processed 

faster than her speech and therefore she could not express herself and the words 

came up mumbled and confusing. The placed Maya in a 2 hour program for 

speech therapy combined with some behavior modification for 5 days per week.  
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Conceptualization and Treatment 

Maya would attend daily 2 hour therapy sessions at Psychealth Clinic 5 days per 

week. The therapist focused on her speech development, social skills and some 

behavior modification. Maya was a great child to work with as she was always 

happy and expressing positive emotions.  

 

Maya’s sessions normally consisted of a system called PECS (Picture Exchange 

Communication System) combined with speech therapy. PECS is where they 

show her a picture and she had to either say what the object is or act out the 

action happening in a picture. For example, if the picture shows a banana she had 

to say “banana” or if the picture shows someone running she had to get up and 

run. She normally seemed to handle acting out the action pretty well but would 

have problems when it came to pronunciation of words. Everyone once in a while 

Maya would have some trouble remembering actions or have problems 

pronouncing words and she would get frustrated. A few times she would throw 

tantrums and start babbling very fast and not making sense and then she would 

start crying and banging her hand on the table and then resting her head down. 

The therapists understood that she would get tired and irritated and would let 

her have a break. It was hard for Maya specially since her mind functioned much 
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faster than her verbal abilities and she could sometimes not express what she 

wanted which could lead her to get tired and annoyed.  

 

Overtime, Maya progressed greatly and was able to fully complete her daily 

sessions without much of an issue. Apart from the few tantrums here and there, 

in general she was easy to work with and the therapists saw great improvement 

and potential in the child. She continues her speech therapy 3 times a week at 

Psychealth Clinic and has moved on to more complex actions and words.  
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Methodology 

The practical training in Counseling Psychology took place in Cairo, Egypt.  

The institute where the training was conducted is called “Psychealth Clinic” which 

was located in Maadi, an area of Cairo inhabited by a lot of foreigners. This 

worked out perfectly since the language barrier between Arabic and English 

would not be an issue for the trainee as her mother tongue is English. 

 

The training course started on July 2nd 2010 and finished September 16th 2010. 

The course of training overall took a period of two and a half months where the 

trainee was fully exposed to all aspects of the professional field of psychology. 

The hours varied day to day, but on average there was about 5-6 hours of daily 

exposure and work.  

 

The goals and objectives for taking part in this training were not restricted to 

purely academic reasons (mandatory to complete this training to graduate) but 

was more of an opportunity for the trainee to experience self development. Since 

Psychology is an area of study that is extremely interesting getting the chance to 

work in the real environment can be exciting. By being exposed to different 

aspects of the professional field of Psychology this would help develop practical 

skills in order to function in any workplace. It would also give the chance to 
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understand the importance of professional ethics and develop on personal 

communication skills which would not only help deal professionally and patiently 

with clients but would also better communication and personal relationships. The 

trainee was able to enhance the learning experience by gaining as much as 

possible out of the educational and professional opportunities provided during 

the course of the training. 

 

The training took place in the Psychealth Clinic which is divided into 2 sections; 

one being the regular therapy sessions where they deal with adults who normally 

have anxiety issues as well as depression and the second is the Special Needs 

section where they mainly deal with autistic children. Cairo has a high rate of 

anxiety and stress due to the city being extremely over populated and polluted. 

The population density of Cairo is at an alarmingly high level and this can lead to 

several psychological, medical, environmental and even economical issues. The 

every day traffic alone can lead people to develop all sorts of anxiety problems 

and a lot of the younger generation is dealing with depression which is similar to 

the culture and society of Saudi Arabia. During the first week the trainee 

interacted with an exchange student from America who was doing his 

dissertation on the cultural/social view of the field of Psychology in Egypt and 

realized it holds the same blasphemous view as it does in Saudi Arabia. People 
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are not very open to Psychology as yet and it is still not very widely accepted 

across the nation. The exchange student was eager to ask a few questions about 

the perception people have of psychology in Saudi. The trainee gave him a brief 

explanation on how it still isn’t very largely accepted however things are slowly 

changing and also explained to him how Effat University is one of the few, if not 

only, universities that offer Psychology and how the Effat Psychology Club is 

trying to change the view towards the field with just the fellow students in the 

university as a first step. 

 

The course of the training was dealing mainly with Autistic children in the Special 

Needs section of the clinic. The main objective of the training was to be 

shadowing the head psychologist during her therapy sessions. However, due to a 

lot of clients not accepting a trainee to sit in their sessions it was very difficult to 

be exposed to any counseling sessions. It is understandable for clients to not 

want an unknown person sitting in their sessions and this plays into the fact that 

since Psychology is still not widely accepted throughout the nation that people 

would be even more skeptical to accepting trainees since it probably took them a 

lot of time to even approach the clinic to get help in the first place.  Therefore the 

trainee ended up working in the Special Needs section more and was actually 

very fortunate to have done so.  They were exposed to the field of Autism which 
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was extremely interesting as it is something that has been studied in class time 

and time again. The main bulk of the training was shadowing and assisting 

therapy sessions of the two autistic case studies that are studied in this paper. 

Autism is a word that is heard regularly throughout the course of Psychology but 

it is always different to experience first hand what you have learnt in class right in 

front of your eyes. To study symptoms, causes and treatment is one thing and to 

actually see a patient suffering through Autism is another. As strange as it 

sounds, the trainee developed a somewhat personal bond with the disorder as 

they were being exposed to it on a daily basis. There is now a deeper knowledge 

of Autism after this training experience that the trainee would have never been 

able to gain in a classroom.  
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Discussion/Personal Experience 
 

Based on the case studies and my personal opinion I feel that Bassma (case study 

#1), a high functioning autistic case, needed much more advanced treatment 

then just a behavioral modification program. Her understanding and involvement 

in the therapy seemed to very limited and restricted. The therapists intention of 

provided behavior modification techniques based on operant conditioning was 

decent, however it seemed as though Bassma was constantly in her own world 

and not really focusing or understanding what was going on around her. On the 

other hand, Maya (case study #2) benefited from the treatment as noticeable 

progress was being made throughout the course of my training. I have since 

followed up with the therapists and found out that Maya has showed great 

improvement in her ability to communicate and her speech therapy has helped 

her greatly. Sadly, Bassma has stopped her therapy sessions and is spending most 

of her time in Germany receiving a special form of treatment recommended by 

their psychiatrist.  

 

Overall, the training experience I received in Psychealth Clinic was one of great 

enjoyment. I firstly had my reservations on doing the training in Cairo as I felt 

that they might not be very advanced in the field of Psychology however I was 

proved wrong. Not only are they advanced in the field but they have 
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accomplished much more than we have in Saudi Arabia. A lot of people from 

different socio economic statuses are receiving counseling and Cairo has various 

psychology clinics all over the city.  

 

Unfortunately, I was not able to shadow counseling therapy sessions with the 

head doctor as a lot of people did not want a trainee sitting in on their sessions. 

This is understandable as it is still a somewhat new concept to be accepted in 

society and people still have their reservations in terms of confidentiality. This 

was one aspect of the training that I was greatly looking forward to as it would 

have given me the chance to see first hand how a counseling session is 

conducted. I spent the majority of my training in the Special Needs section of the 

clinic and was exposed to Autistic children. This turned out to be a very 

educational experience as I had not expected to be dealing with children. I was 

never one to lean towards child psychology but after this experience I hold a new 

found interest in this sub field.  Seeing first hand everything that we learn in class 

in front of my eyes was a very rewarding experience. 

 

In conclusion, I enjoyed my training and left with a greater amount of 

professional, educational and personal growth and knowledge. Being exposed to 

the professional environment of any field is a completely different experience to 
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learning anything in a classroom. This experience made me realize that in the 

future I would consider pursuing adolescent psychology as I had a great learning 

in the field.  
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